[Analysis of olfactory dysfunction after endoscopic and microscopic endonasal transsphenoidal surgery for pituitary adenoma].
Objective:To analyze the clinical data of patients with olfactory dysfunction after endoscopic or microscopic endonasal transsphenoidal approach,and to screen out the possible related factors,to guide clinical diagnosis and treatment,and to improve the patients' quality of life.Method:In the retrospective study,we analyze patients' data,and follow up them with telephone,records the olfactory levels before and after surgery. In the prospective study,five odors were applied to test the olfactory function before the surgery,then one week,3 weeks and 6 weeks after that. The results were statistically analyzed.Result:In the retrospective study,olfactory dysfunction occurred in 67.74%,47.37%in MTS group and ETS group. The olfactory disorder had no significant difference (P>0.05) among MTS group and ETS group after surgery. And the analysis of factors showed no significant difference. In the prospective study,there is significant difference between the preoperative results and postoperative results about the operative side and nonoperative side in ETS group and MTS group (P<0.05). In all results,there is no significant difference between operative side and nonoperative side in ETS group and MTS group (P>0.05).Conclusion:There is olfactory dysfunction after transsphenoidal surgery to resect pituitary adenomas. To prepare the nasal condition well preoperatively,protect the nasal structure intraoperatively and aplicate appropriate treatment postoperatively may reduce the incidence of olfactory disorder.